Abstract. Consider a real vector (1, ζ 1 , . . . , ζ n ). The problem of making linear forms p 0 + p 1 ζ 1 + · · · + p n ζ n for integers p j small naturally induces a sequence of integer vectors called best approximations or minimal points. N. Moshchevitin showed that, no matter how large n is, one can find a real vector whose induced minimal points of large index lie in a fixed three-dimensional sublattice of Z n+1 . We show that as soon as n ≥ 4, any such real vector must be very well approximable, and provide explicit lower bounds for the ordinary exponent of approximation. Consequently they form a Lebesgue null set. We derive similar results for the case of sublattices of dimension h ≥ 4, again for n large enough compared to h. We further establish criteria upon which a given number ℓ of consecutive minimal points are linearly independent, and provide slightly stronger variants for vectors on the Veronese curve. Our method is based on Siegel's Lemma.
Minimal points for a linear form
A standard problem in Diophantine approximation is, for a given real vector ζ = (1, ζ 1 , . . . , ζ n ) ∈ R n+1 , to study small absolute values of linear forms
(1) p · ζ = p 0 + p 1 ζ 1 + · · · + p n ζ n , for 0 = p = (p 0 , . . . , p n ) integer vectors. As usual we shall assume throughout that ζ is Q-linearly independent, in other words no scalar product in (1) vanishes. In this paper we consider R n+1 equipped with the maximum norm ξ = max 0≤i≤n |ξ i | for a vector ξ = (ξ 0 , . . . , ξ n ) for simplicity, however all results remain true when considering any other norm. Any vector ζ induces a sequence of points in Z n+1 , which we denote by (p k ) k≥1 , with the property that the linear form |p k ·ζ| is minimized upon all choices of p ∈ Z n+1 \{0} with p ≤ p k (note that this sequence depends on the chosen norm). Up to sign, the sequence (p k ) k≥1 is unique. We shall call these best approximations or minimal points associated to ζ. For linear forms, this sequence appears to have been studied first in 1969 by Davenport and Schmidt [6] when investigating approximation to a real number by algebraic integers. In the same paper they also dealt with the analogous sequence with respect to the dual setting of simultaneous approximation. Investigation of the latter was emphasized with contributions by several authors, including a series of papers by Lagarias
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starting from [10] in 1979 and later Moshchevitin. We also refer to the more recent paper by Chevallier [5] for an introduction to the simultaneous approximation setting, including a wealth of references. We shall sporadically remark on the simultaneous approximation case throughout the paper, but now return to the the linear form setting this paper focuses on. The sequence of minimal points defined above obviously satisfies (2) p 1 < p 2 < · · · , |p 1 · ζ| > |p 2 · ζ| > · · · .
By an application of Dirichlet's box principle (or Minkowski's Convex Body Theorem), for every parameter Q > 1 there exists some p ∈ Z n+1 \{0} of norm p ≤ Q for which the linear form (1) has absolute value ≪ n Q −n . Here and elsewhere the notation ≪ n means that there is a constant c(n) depending only on n so that the upper bound c(n)Q −n holds, similarly we write ≪ and ≫ without index if the implied constant is absolute. It is easy to see that we can choose those vectors among the sequence (p k ) k≥1 and to conclude the well-known estimates (3) 0 < |p k · ζ| ≪ n p k+1 −n < p k −n , k ≥ 1.
The topic of linear independence of best approximations has been investigated in Diophantine approximation. It is easy to see that any two consecutive best approximations p k , p k+1 are linearly independent, a short argument in fact shows that any such pair spans (as a Z-module) the lattice obtained from intersecting their real span real with Z n+1 , see [5, Lemma 4] (there the case of simultaneous approximation is treated, but for linear forms an analogous argument applies). It is further well-known that, if n ≥ 2, infinitely often three consecutive minimal points are linearly independent and thus span a space of dimension 3 in R n+1 , see [14, Section 1.3] for a sketch of the proof. However, surprisingly Moshchevitin [13, 14] proved that this is optimal in a very strict sense. Theorem 1.1 (Moshchevitin) . Let n ≥ 2 be an integer. There exist uncountably many vectors ζ = (1, ζ 1 , . . . , ζ n ) with Q-linearly independent coordinates so that for some k 0 = k 0 (ζ) ≥ 1 the tail of the sequence of best approximations (p k ) k≥k 0 associated to ζ lies in a fixed 3-dimensional subspace S ζ of R n+1 .
We remark that the analogous result no longer applies to the dual problem of simultaneous approximation, it can be shown that any tail of minimal points spans R n+1 in this case [14, Proposition 2] . On the other hand, the corresponding determinants formed by n + 1 consecutive minimal points may be 0 for k ≥ k 0 , see again Moshchevitin [14] .
One purpose of this paper is to show that all vectors as in Theorem 1.1 must be very well approximable and to provide explicit bounds for the corresponding ordinary exponent of approximation (see Section 2.1 for definitions) if n ≥ 4. The singular vectors constructed in the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [13, 14] satisfy reasonably stronger (uniform) approximation properties, so our result might not come as a surprise. However, to our knowledge there is no immediate argument that excludes the "degenerate dimension phenomenon" for vectors with generic approximation properties. We show a generalization as well. We further state conditions under which a certain number ℓ of consecutive minimal points are linearly independent. For ℓ = n + 1, this question results in studying the regularity of the quadratic matrices whose columns are these best approximations, a classical topic. We want to treat the case ℓ < n + 1 in this paper, with emphasis on ℓ = 3.
2. Minimal points in low dimensional subspaces 2.1. All vectors in Theorem 1.1 are very well approximable. First we recall the notion of very well approximable vectors and classical exponents of approximation. We denote by w(ζ) the supremum of w such that
holds for certain arbitrarily large k. One readily verifies that this is equivalent to saying that for every w < w(ζ) the inequality |p · ζ| < p −w has a solution for p ∈ Z n+1 of arbitrarily large norm p , and no larger value has this property. We further want to define the uniform exponent w(ζ) as the supremum of real w so that the estimate
has a solution p ∈ Z n+1 \ {0} for all large X. Again we may assume that p = p(X) is some minimal point. These exponents satisfy the relations
by Dirichlet's Theorem. As costumary we call ζ very well approximable if w(ζ) > n. Theorem 1.1 motivates to study vectors with associated minimal points in a sublattice of Z n+1 of small dimension.
Definition 1.
For n ≥ 1 an integer and 1 ≤ h ≤ n another integer, define H h,n as the set of ζ = (1, ζ 1 , . . . , ζ n ) with Q-linearly independent coordinates and the property that there exists k 0 = k 0 (ζ) such that the best approximations (p k ) k≥k 0 associated to ζ lie in a subspace S ζ ⊆ R n+1 of dimension h.
Obviously H 1,n ⊆ H 2,n ⊆ · · · ⊆ H n,n , n ≥ 1, and from the quoted result in Section 1 we have H 1,n = ∅ for every n ≥ 1 and H 1,n = H 2,n = ∅ for n ≥ 2, whereas H 3,n = ∅ for n ≥ 3 by Theorem 1.1. We stick to the case h = 3 for now. In any metrical implication in the sequel we shall identify ζ = (1, ζ 1 , . . . , ζ n ) with its projection to R n by removing the constant first coordinate.
Theorem 2.1. Let n ≥ 3 and ζ ∈ H 3,n . Then
In particular, for n ≥ 4 the set H 3,n consists of very well approximable vectors and thus has n-dimensional Lebesgue measure 0 (in fact Hausdorff dimension smaller than n) and contains no algebraic vector.
Remark 1.
In fact a slight refinement of the proof shows the implication w(ζ) ≥ w(ζ) 2 − 2 w(ζ), thereby we obtain a stronger claim by (4) . Moreover, the proof generalizes to a system of m linear forms to give w(
2 − 2n/m upon the accordingly altered condition, which is non-trivial if n/m > 3.
The bound exceeds n and is thus non-trivial for n ≥ 4. The metric implication in the theorem is due to a result of Jarník [7] (notice hereby that the notions very well approximable with respect to linear forms versus simultaneous approximation are equivalent by Khintchine's transference principle [8] ). The claim for Q-linearly independent algebraic vectors follows as they satisfy w(ζ) = n by a well-known consequence of Schmidt's Subspace Theorem (see [2, Theorem 2.8,2.9]). Unfortunately our bound for w(ζ) is trivial for n = 3, in fact we cannot even exclude that some ζ ∈ H 3,3 is badly approximable, i.e. |ζ · p k | p k 3 ≫ 1. We state the related open problem, and also include a speculation on the uniform exponent motivated by the construction in [14] . Problem 1. Are all vectors ζ = (1, ζ 1 , ζ 2 , ζ 3 ) in H 3,3 very well approximable, i.e. w(ζ) > 3? Does the set H 3,3 have 3-dimensional Lebesgue-measure 0 (Hausdorff dimension smaller than 3) and not contain algebraic vectors? Is the stronger conclusion w(ζ) > n true for any ζ ∈ H 3,n (for large n)?
A similar phenomenon as in Theorem 2.1 is known to occur for simultaneous approximation. Lagarias [11, Theorem 5.2] showed that for n = 2 and a badly approximable vector (1, ζ 1 , ζ 2 ) ∈ R 3 there is an absolute upper bound on the number of consecutive triples of linearly dependent minimal vectors p
(all with respect to simultaneous approximation). In the same paper he shows that the claim is not true if the restriction to badly approximable vectors is dropped, see also [12] for a generalization. Moreover it is possible to extend the claim to a system of linear forms similar to Remark 1.
2.2.
Subspace dimension > 3. An analogous phenomenon happens if the minimal points are contained in subspaces of higher dimension h that is small compared to n. Theorem 2.2. Let h ≥ 3 be an integer. Then there is an effectively computable n 0 (h) with the property that if n ≥ n 0 (h) and ζ ∈ H h,n , then w(ζ) > n. In particular for n ≥ n 0 (h) the set H h,n has n-dimensional Lebesgue measure 0 and contains no element of Q n+1 . A suitable choice is n 0 (3) = 4, n 0 (4) = 7 and n 0 (h) = ⌈eh⌉ for h ≥ 5 with e = 2.71 . . . Euler's number and ⌈x⌉ denotes the smallest integer greater or equal x.
The bound n 0 (3) = 4 was already established in Theorem 2.1. All numerical bounds are the best we can provide without improving our method. However, there is no reason to believe they are optimal, and similar to Problem 1 one can ask for the minimal value. It is possible to derive a quantitative version similar to Theorem 2.1, i.e. to establish explicit lower bounds for w(ζ) in dependence of n, h if ζ ∈ H h,n , however we omit the more cumbersome calculation here.
3. Criteria for linear independence of consecutive minimal points 3.1. The Q-linearly independent case. Let ℓ ≥ 3 be a given integer. We study under which assumptions on ζ ∈ R n+1 we can deduce that ℓ consecutive minimal points p k , . . . , p k+ℓ−1 are linearly independent, for all large k or certain arbitrarily large k. Our assumptions will involve bounds for the logarithmic quotients of consecutive linear form evaluations and norms of best approximations, more precisely we employ the quantities
All these values exceed 1 by (2), (3). Our first result is the following Theorem 3.1. Let n ≥ 1 and ζ = (1, ζ 1 , . . . , ζ n ) ∈ R n+1 with associated minimal point sequence (p k ) k≥1 . Assume that
If the integer ℓ ≥ 1 satisfies
then for all large indices k the vectors p k , p k+1 , . . . , p k+ℓ−1 are linearly independent. If we let ǫ > 0 and k ≥ k 0 (ǫ), then
Remark 2. As it turns out from the proof, condition (7) can be relaxed to
By the linear dependence for ℓ = n + 2, we derive w(ζ)
If σ, τ are fixed then as n → ∞ we may choose ℓ ≫ log n. In fact we need that ℓ − 1 consecutive quotients σ k , . . . , σ k+ℓ−2 resp. τ k , . . . , τ ℓ+k−2 are bounded below by σ resp. above by τ , to deduce the claim of Theorem 3.1 for a fixed k. See also Theorem 3.3 below. A sharp upper estimate for both in terms of exponents of approximation is provided in the following lemma. Unfortunately we require a lower estimate for σ in our applications.
with Q-linearly independent coordinates and assume w(ζ) < ∞. Let σ, τ be defined as in (6) and
Then we have
A generic ζ satisfies w(ζ) = n and hence induces σ = σ = τ = 1. On the other hand, for a "typical" ζ satisfying w(ζ) > n, we expect σ > 1 or at least σ > 1 (and τ > 1) in view of non-trivial lower estimates for the quotient w(ζ)/ w(ζ) (see Schmidt and Summerer [18] ). However, the relation between the exponents w(ζ), w(ζ) and the values σ, σ, τ can be complicated. For n = 3 and ζ = (1, ζ, ζ 2 , ζ 3 ) with ζ an extremal number as defined by Roy [15] , the description of the associated parametric geomtery of numbers graph in [16] shows that actually τ = 1 and σ = 1, even though w(ζ) = √ 5 + 2 > 3 = w(ζ). On the other hand the construction suggests that σ = w(ζ)/ w(ζ) = (2 + √ 5)/3 in this case.
We state a variant of Theorem 3.1 where we impose a bound on the logarithmic quotients of the largest and the smallest vector norm instead. Theorem 3.3. Let n, ζ, (p k ) k≥1 as above and ℓ ≥ 3 and integer. Let σ ′ > 1 and τ ′ be real numbers and k be a large integer. Assume for σ j defined in (5) we have
and
If we have
For similar reasons as in Remark 2 we can replace the factor n by the possibly larger w(ζ). For ℓ = 4 we obtain that any ζ ∈ H 3,n satisfies w(ζ) ≤ 3τ ′ /(σ ′ − 1). A weaker version of Theorem 3.1 is directly implied as we may choose τ
with every factor at most τ + o(1) as k → ∞. In particular for ℓ = 3 the claim is implied by (8) . We provide a variant for ℓ = 3 where we make hypotheses on two consecutive approximation qualities, reflected by ν k , ν k+1 . 
If either
Again n in (13) can be replaced by w(ζ). Observe that ν i ≥ n − o(1) as i → ∞ by Dirichlet's Theorem (4) and τ i > 1 by (2) . The second hypothesis (13) holds in particular if ν k /τ k < n 2 and ν k+1 is sufficiently large. Theorem 3.4 should be understood as a "local result", the fact that three concrete vectors are linearly independent for infinitely many k is known and requires no assumption, as recalled in Section 1.
We raise the question if in the dual problem similar phenomena as in Section 3.1 occur, which we do in a casual way without proposing concrete estimates. Problem 2. Establish similar relations between approximation quality/norm and linear independence for consecutive minimal points in the simultaneous approximation setting.
Some considerations concerning Problem 2 can be extracted from Davenport and Schmidt [6] , see in particular Lemma 5 in that paper. We believe that the underlying arguments can be adapted to get more insight. For n = 2 recall the result from [10] quoted in Section 2.1. We finally point out that most results in Section 3.1 can be lifted in some way to a system of linear forms, compare with Remark 1.
3.2. The Veronese curve. We now consider that ζ lies on the Veronese curve, by which here we mean the set V n := {(1, ζ, ζ 2 , . . . , ζ n ) : ζ ∈ R}. We will sporadically identify the vector ζ ∈ R n+1 with its second coordinate ζ ∈ R in the sequel. Then the scalar product of the minimal points p k with ζ can be interpreted as integer polynomial of degree at most n evaluated at ζ. We denote by P k this polynomial that realizes the scalar product P k (ζ) = p k · ζ, call P k best approximation polynomial associated to the pair ζ, n and write H(P k ) for p k and call it height of P k . According to (2), the sequence (P k ) k≥1 satisfies
The classical notation for the linear form exponents of approximation in this case is
The claims of previous sections clearly apply to the special case of the Veronese curve. We first highlight a consequence of Theorem 2.2.
are the points in H h,n lying on the Veronese curve.
Corollary 3.5. Let n ≥ 1, 1 ≤ h ≤ n be integers. If h ≤ (n + 1)/e, the set G h,n has 1-dimensional Lebesgue measure 0 and contains no vector with algebraic coordinates. Moreover, the set G 3,n has Hausdorff dimension at most (n + 1)/(n − 1)
Proof. The metric claims follow from Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 upon metric results by Sprindžuk [19] and a refinement due to Bernik [1] , respectively. The claim on algebraic vectors follows directly from Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 again.
The first metric claim is valid for the much larger class of so-called extremal curves (or manifolds with respect to the Lebesgue measure of their natural dimensions), including any smooth curve that is properly curved. We only want to quote here a very general result by Kleinbock and Margulis [9] . Our next result requires the Veronese curve setting. We adapt the notation concerning σ, τ, ν from Section 3.1.
Theorem 3.6. Let n ≥ 1 and a real number ζ not algebraic of degree ≤ n be given and consider the best approximation polynomials (P k ) k≥1 associated to ζ, n. Assume for any large k the polynomials P k , P k+1 have no common factor and we have (14) ν := lim inf
and hence if the integer ℓ ≥ 1 satisfies
for every large k the polynomials P k , P k+1 , . . . , P k+ℓ−1 are linearly independent.
Remark 3. Note that ν and w n (ζ) are related by
For n = 2 and ζ any extremal number [15] we suspect that there is a non-trivial equality case, but this seems not completely clear. Unfortunately it seems difficult to link ν with w n (ζ).
Remark 4. Again the denominator n can be replaced by w n (ζ) in the estimate for τ in (15) , implying an accordingly stronger claim in (16) as well. The coprimality condition is satisfied as soon as w n−1 (ζ) < ν as then the polynomials P k are irreducible of degree precisely n for every large k, so in particular if w n−1 (ζ) ≤ 2n − 1. In case of w n (ζ) > w n−1 (ζ) and w n (ζ) > n, due to Lemma 3.2 and [4, Theorem 2.2] we can estimate
If w ≥ δn for δ > 2 then we may choose ℓ ≫ log n again with an implied constant independent from n. The condition (15) of the theorem states that all best approximation polynomials induce very small evaluations at ζ, with the natural exponent n replaced by some value > 2n − 1. We could similarly derive variants of Theorem 3.6 in the spirit of Theorem 3.3 for the Veronese curve under assumption of (14) . We only want to state an improvement of Theorem 3.4 in the Veronese curve case. Theorem 3.7. Let ζ be a transcendental real number and n ≥ 2 be an integer and denote by (P j ) j≥1 the sequence of best approximation polynomials associated to ζ, n. Let ǫ > 0. Assume k is a large index and that P k and P k+1 are coprime. As in (5) let
Assume that ν k > 2n − 1 and
• either the relation
holds. Then P k , P k+1 , P k+2 are linearly independent.
It can be verified and follows from the proof that upon ν k > 2n − 1 the claim (17) is stronger than (13) and (18) 
hold. Define the sets of polynomials
Then for all large indices k, the set B k := A k ∪ A k+1 ∪ · · · A k+ℓ−1 consisting of (d + 1)ℓ polynomials of degree at most n + d, is linearly independent.
As before we may replace n by w n (ζ) in (19) . The choice d = 0 leads to Theorem 3.3 in the special case of the Veronese curve upon identifying τ ′ with τ ℓ−1 , see also the remarks below Theorem 3.3. The corresponding claim as in Theorem 3.3 with τ ′ = log H(P k+ℓ−1 )/ log H(P k ) holds as well, we do not state it explicitly. We see that if σ > 1, τ are fixed and w d (ζ) ≪ d then for large n again we have that B k in the theorem is linearly independent for ℓ up to some value ≫ log n − 2 log d. If d is fixed as well and w d (ζ) < ∞, again for large n the claim is true for ℓ up to ≫ log n.
Proofs

4.1.
Siegel's Lemma. A crucial ingredient of our proofs is Siegel's Lemma. The most effective variant for our purposes will be the following. We point out that the occurring determinants can be estimated up to a factor ≪ n 1 by the product of the column norms by Hadamard's inequality. Moreover the standard version of Siegel's Lemma with x ≪ n max i,j |b i,j | m/(u−m) , where b i,j are the entries of B, follows directly. We will apply the following modified version. Proof. We form a new auxiliary matrix B by taking any s linearly independent rows from B ′ . and define V for B as above. We can apply Siegel's Lemma in the above version to B and obtain that Bx
4.2. Outline of proofs. The proofs of all main results of the paper below follow the same essential line. We assume a putative linear dependence equation
for r j certain best approximations associated to ζ, according to the respective precise claims. From Siegel's Lemma in the form of Corollary 4.2 we derive upper bounds for max |a j | in terms of max r j . The above identity implies
Now if the maximum of the scalar products, say |r 1 · ζ|, is reasonably larger than all other expressions |r i · ζ|, i = 1, using the bounds for the coefficients we get a contradiction by triangular inequality, unless a 1 = 0 which must be considered separately. We finish this short section with the proof of the auxiliary lemma.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Let ǫ > 0. Let p k be a best approximation of large index k. Then by definition of w(ζ) we have
Now let ε = 2 w(ζ)ǫ > w(ζ)ǫ > 0 and
By definition of w(ζ) the system
has a solution p ∈ Z n+1 \ {0} if k was chosen large enough. Note that the right estimate is not satisfied for p = p k by choice of ε. Thus by definition of best approximations (2) we infer X ≥ p k+1 , showing the estimate for τ as ǫ and thus ε can be chosen arbitrarily small.
For the estimate for σ again start with any large k and observe that a slight modification of the proof of the estimate for τ above (writing ν k in place of w(ζ)) shows that
Observe further that
holds. Combining these properties yields log |p k+1 · ζ|
The claim follows as ǫ → 0. Finally the most right inequality in (10) follows from (3).
Proofs of Section 2. We prove Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.2 this section.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Let n ≥ 3 be fixed and ζ ∈ H 3,n . Let k 0 be an index so that all p k associated to ζ with k ≥ k 0 lie in the fixed three-dimensional subspace S ζ . Consider quadruples of vectors of the form p k 0 , p t , p t+1 , p t+2 for large t to be chosen later. Hereby we restrict ourselves to values t for which p t , p t+1 , p t+1 are linearly independent and thus span S ζ . The existence of arbitrarily large t with this property is known as we quoted in Section 1. Now since p k 0 lies in S ζ as well we have an identity
with integers a j not all 0. In fact a k 0 = 0 by the linear independence of the other three vectors. Thus by the Q-linear independence of ζ we obtain
Since by (20) we have
for a uniform implied constant independent from t. Let
so that X = p t+2 = Y αβ and p t+1 = Y α . Now equation (20) can be written Ba t = 0 t for B the integer matrix whose 4 columns consist of the best approximations p k 0 , p t , p t+1 , p t+2 respectively and a = (a k 0 , a t , a t+1 , a t+2 ). By assumption B has rank 3. Any 3 × 3 subdeterminant of B can by Hadamard's inequality be estimated up to a factor ≪ n 1 by the product of the column norms. Siegel's Lemma in form of Corollary 4.2 thus implies that we may choose
by Lemma 3.2. Now the definition of α and Dirichlet's Theorem (3) imply
Since the moduli of the scalar products are decreasing according to (2), combining (22), (24) yields that the sum in (21) can be estimated from above by
Since Y → ∞ as t → ∞, combining with the lower estimate (21) yields α(τ +1−n)+1+ǫ ≥ −ǫ or τ ≥ n − 1 − 1/α − 2ǫ/α. Combining with the upper estimate for τ in (23) first yields w(ζ) ≥ n 2 − n − n/α − 2nǫ/α, then since α ≥ 1 and ǫ can be chosen arbitrarily small the bound of the theorem.
The proof in fact shows that if for a vector ζ ∈ H 3,n three associated consecutive minimal points p t , p t+1 , p t+2 span S ζ , then p t+2 has significantly larger norm than its preceding minimal point p t+1 . We turn towards the proof of Theorem 2.2. A complication that occurs here is that for h > 3 it is not clear if we find h consecutive large minimal points that span S ζ , which was a key argument in the proof of the case h = 3 above. This makes linking w(ζ) with n, h harder, unless we make unpleasant additional assumptions like that in certain intervals for log p the minimal points do not lie in a proper subspace of S ζ . However, it is still feasible to obtain a contradiction to w(ζ) = n unconditionally, as claimed. We use the following easy claim. Proposition 4.3. Let n ≥ 1 and ζ with sequence of minimal points (p k ) k≥1 be given. Let ǫ > 0. Define σ, τ as in (6), (9) . Then for any large X > 0 there exists k = k(X) so that
In particular, if w(ζ) = n then for some k = k(X) we have
Proof. Let k = k(X) be the largest index so that p k−1 < X. Then p k ≥ X and the upper estimate for p k follows from the definition of the limit superior. The left estimates follow similarly from the definitions of the limit superior and best approximations. The special case (25) follows as 1 ≤ max{σ, τ } ≤ w(ζ)/n = 1, see Lemma 3.2 above, and Dirichlet's Theorem (3).
In fact we only use the special case (25) in the proof below.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Assume otherwise for some n ≥ h ≥ 3 we have ζ ∈ H h,n that satisfies w(ζ) = n. Let (p k ) k≥1 the sequence of minimal points associated to ζ and k 0 as in the theorem. Let γ > 1 be a real parameter and J ≥ h an integer to be specified later and ǫ > 0 small. Let k be a large index with the property that the three consecutive minimal points p k , p k+1 , p k+2 are linearly independent (see Section 1 for existence). Let X := p k+2 . By Proposition 4.3 for k large enough
Let Y := X 1/γ J −3 . We want to define a set of J + 1 vectors
where q i = p σ(i) , for 0 ≤ i ≤ J and σ : {0, 1, . . . , J} → N is strictly increasing. We take
By Proposition 4.3 we may choose the remaining J − 3 vectors with the property that if
By our definition of Y and (26) further we have
Observe that since w(ζ) = n by (25) and (3) we have
Since the J + 1 minimal points in (27) are supposed to lie in a subspace S ζ of dimension h ≤ J they must be linearly dependent. So we have an identity
with a j integers not all 0. Let s ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , J} be the smallest index with a s = 0. We distinguish two cases.
Case 1: We have s = 0, that is a 0 = 0. Then we have
Hence by the dependence identity also
On the other hand again we may write the linear dependence equation as Ba t = 0 t for a matrix B with j-th column q j−1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ J + 1, and a = (a 0 , . . . , a J ). As B has rank at most h, by Siegel's Lemma Corollary 4.2 we can assume that a is bounded above by the (J + 1 − h)-th root of largest h × h (or m × m if rank is m < h) subdeterminant. This determinant in turn by Hadamard's inequality can be estimated by the product (up to a factor ≪ J,n 1) of its h largest column norms, which are just some Y i . Thus we may assume
. In view of (28), (29) the logarithmic quotient of consecutive Y j is γ up to the last few indices, so the sum S is bounded by
Combining with (30), since Y can be arbitrarily large and ǫ arbitrarily small, we get
So as soon as J ≥ h, γ > 1 induce the reverse inequality we get a contradiciton.
Case 2: We have s ≥ 1, that is a 0 = 0. Notice that we cannot have a 0 = a 1 = · · · = a J−3 = 0 since the last three vectors {q J−2 , q J−1 , q J } = {p k , p k+1 , p k+2 } are linearly independent by assumption, thus in fact s ≤ J − 3. By choice of s we have
Since w(ζ) = n and a s = 0 we have
On the other hand we can use Siegel's Lemma similar to case 1 to get upper bounds for S ′ . We distinguish two subcases. Case 2a: Take J > h. Similar to case 1, with the aid of (28), (29) we can estimate a in terms of Y s by
Now in view of (28) and (29) and because s ≤ J − 3 we derive q s+1 = Y s+1 ≫ Y γ−ε s for small ε > 0 a minor manipulation of ǫ and conclude that the sum S ′ can be bounded from above by
, whereε = hǫ + nε is small again and we used the case assumption s ≥ 1 in the last estimate. Combining with (32) and as we let X → ∞ and thus Y s → ∞ (note s ≥ 1), since ǫ,ε can be chosen arbitrarily small, we obtain −n ≤ γ
.
So for any J ≥ h, γ > 1, if the reverse inequality holds then we again get a contradiction. Case 2b: Take J = h. In this case it turns out we can slightly improve what we would get from (33) when putting J = h. Indeed since s ≥ 1, the system Ba t = 0 t when restricting to the at most h linearly independent rows and at least h columns. Thus since there is a non-trivial solution the matrix has rank at most h − 1, so in fact we can restrict to h − 1 rows. Thus in this case with Siegel's Lemma and in view of (28), (29) we may estimate
where in the last estimate again we used s ≥ 1. Similarly to case 2a we infer
Again assuming the reverse inequality leads to a contradiction.
Since we can choose γ > 1, J ≥ h freely, distinguishing J = h and J > h yields
where the minimum is taken over all real γ > 1 and the inner infimum over all integers J > h, and we let corresponding to J = h
It is worth noting that comparison and simplification of the latter expressions gives
For given ǫ > 0, sufficiently large J and the choice γ = 1 + J −1 readily yield
and since e is irrational and ǫ can be arbitrarily small we derive the bound ⌈eh⌉. For h ∈ {3, 4} the better bounds 4 and 7 respectively stem from taking A h (γ) for γ = 4 and γ = (5+ √ 37)/6 = 1.8471 . . . respectively the values that equalize expressions in (35).
The proof is more technical than necessary in order to optimize the value for n 0 (h) in (34). The choice J = h (i.e. considering A h (γ) only) would suffice for the conclusion of Theorem 2.2, with larger bounds for n 0 (h) essentially quadratic (instead of linear) in h. Also the estimate a ≪ n Y hγ h−1 from a weaker standard version of Siegel's Lemma (see Section 4.1) is enough for this purpose. The accumulation of the last 3 consecutive minimal points p k , p k+1 , p k+2 (instead of choosing some minimal points with norms of logarithmic quotients roughly γ as for the other indices) leads to a slightly better bound as well. When dropping the rounding to an integer, for h = 5 the minimum in (34) is induced by B 5,9 (γ) = 13.4634 . . . for γ = 1.2212 . . . the value that minimizes the right hand expression in B 5,9 (γ), which is slightly smaller than 5e = 13.5914 . . ., whereas for h ≥ 6 numerical computations with Matlab show that the expressions B h,J are decreasing to the limit eh as J → ∞. Hence there is no chance to improve the bounds with a refined numerical treatment only. There still seems to be some room for improvement of the underlying method by distinguishing more cases, however we expect it to be too insignificant to attempt further technical investigation. Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let n, ζ as in the theorem and ℓ ≥ 3 be another fixed integer to be specified later. Assume the opposite, that is p k , . . . , p k+ℓ−1 ∈ Z n+1 are linearly dependent for some large k, which we consider fixed in the sequel. Then we have an identity
with s ∈ {k, k + 1, . . . , k + ℓ − 1} and integers a j and a s = 0 (by linear independence of two consecutive minimal points in fact s ≤ k + ℓ − 3). This results in a system of linear equations
where B is the (n + 1) × (k + ℓ − s) integer matrix whose columns are the vectors p s , . . . , p k+ℓ−1 respectively. Let
Clearly τ j > 1 for all j by (2) . By Hadamard's inequality we can estimate the determinant of each (k + ℓ − s − 1) × (k + ℓ − s − 1) (or square matrices of any smaller dimension) submatrix by the product of the column norms, which are just the Y j . Since the system is supposed to have a non-zero solution, B has rank less than k + ℓ − s and it follows from Siegel's Lemma in form of Corollary 4.2 that there is an integer solution vector with entries ≪ n Y := Y s+1 Y s+2 · · · Y k+ℓ−1 , so we may assume all (37) max
Let ǫ > 0. We may assume k was chosen large enough that
From a s = 0 we further infer
Thus, since in view of (36) we have
we infer
Now by (2) and (38) we have
(Remark: Only here we require to deal with σ instead of σ since possibly s > k). Consequently we can estimate S ≤ ℓ max |a j | · |p s+1 · ζ| ≪ n Y |p s · ζ| σ−ǫ and hence
and together with (37) we derive
for ε > 0 a small variation of ǫ. On the other hand since p s is a minimal point by Dirichlet's Theorem (3) we infer
(Here we may write exponent −τ s w(ζ) to get the stronger claim of Remark 2.) Combining with (40) yields τ s n ≤ R/(σ − 1) + 2ε. We may assume k is large enough that
Using the finite geometric sum formula and since k ≤ s we infer
for ε 1 a modification of ε. Thus as we may take ǫ and thus ε 1 arbitrarily small, as soon as
we get a contradiction. Taking the contrapositive yields the first claim of the theorem. The specialization (8) follows since if ℓ = 3 then s = k by k ≤ s ≤ k + ℓ − 3, so that in the process we may choose σ s = σ k instead of σ − ǫ and the numerator in (41) just becomes 1 + τ s+1 = 1 + τ k+1 .
The proof of Theorem 3.3 works very similarly, we just get slightly different estimates for the coefficients in (36) from Siegel's Lemma.
Proof of Theorem 3.3. Let ℓ > 0 be an integer to be fixed later and large k again assume the opposite that p k , . . . , p k+ℓ−1 ∈ Z n+1 are linearly dependent so that (36) holds with a s = 0. Again s ≤ k +ℓ−3 since two consecutive minimal points are linearly independent. Writing it again as a system B · a t = 0 t with B the (n + 1) × (ℓ − s) integer matrix whose columns are the vectors p j , by (2) the entries of B have modulus at most X := p k+ℓ−1 .
Again by assumption B has rank less than k + ℓ − s and it follows from Siegel's Lemma that we may assume a ≪ n X ℓ+k−s−1 . Since k ≤ s ≤ k + ℓ − 3, by assumption we have
Now since a s = 0 again we have |a s p s · ζ| = |a s | · |p s · ζ| ≥ |p s · ζ|. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, in view of (36) we infer
Now by (42) we infer max
so the left hand side in (43) is at most ℓ a · |p s+1 · ζ|
On the other hand by assumption
for ε > 0 a small variation of ǫ. On the other hand from Dirichlet's Theorem (3) we infer
Combining with (44) yields n ≤ (ℓ − 1)τ ′ /(σ ′ − 1). Taking the contrapositive yields the claim of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 3.4. Assume otherwise p k , p k+1 , p k+2 are linearly dependent so that we have an identity
with integers a k , a k+1 , a k+2 not all 0. We have a k = 0 since p k+1 , p k+2 are linearly independent for every k, see Section 1. Upon the first condition we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Note that with
On the one hand as in (40) we get
on the other hand by assumption
Combining yields after a short calculation ν k ≥ τ k (ν k+1 −τ k+1 −1)−ǫ, for ǫ a small variation of ε. Thus assuming the reverse inequality (12) we cannot have linear dependence.
For the conclusion from the second hypothesis we verify the sufficient condition (8) i.e.
(46) n > τ k+1 + 1
We bound τ k+1 from above. We claim
Inserting this estimate in (46) and using the expression for σ k in (45) we derive the second criterion (13) after a short rearrangement. We are left to verify (47). However, this estimate follows again from Dirichlet's Theorem similar to (3) . Indeed otherwise for the parameter X = p k ν k+1 −ǫ 1 , with suitable small ǫ 1 > 0, the estimate p ≤ X and |p · ζ| ≪ p −n would have no non-trivial solution in integer vectors p ∈ Z n+1 \ {0}, since p k , p k+1 are consecutive minimal points. Lemma 4.4. Let n ≥ 1 be an integer and ζ real and not algebraic of degree at most n. Let (P k ) k≥1 be the associated best approximation polynomial sequence. Let ǫ > 0. Assume for some k ≥ k 0 (ǫ) we have that P k , P k+1 have no common factor and that |P k (ζ)| = H(P k ) −ν k for some ν k > 2n − 1. Then we have (48) τ k = log H(P k+1 ) log H(P k ) ≥ ν k − n + 1 n − ǫ.
Proof. As a direct consequence of [4, Lemma 3.1], if ζ is any real number and P, Q are coprime polynomials of degree at most n and H(Q) > H(P ), we have max{|P (ζ)|, |Q(ζ)|} ≫ n H(P ) −n+1 H(Q) −n .
Application to best approximation polynomials P = P k and Q = P k+1 yields
The claim follows after minor rearrangements.
We remark that the estimate (48) is known to be sharp if n = 2 and ζ is a Sturmian continued fraction (see [3, Theorem 3.1] ) or any extremal number [15] .
Proof of Theorem 3.6. We need to show (15), the bound on ℓ then follows essentially as a special case of Theorem 3.1. For the left inequality we use Lemma 4.4. Let ǫ > 0 and k be large. Write
, ν k+1 = − log |P k+1 (ζ)| log H(P k+1 ) , τ k = log H(P k+1 ) log H(P k ) .
By assumption ν k+1 ≥ ν − ǫ. Moreover τ k can be bounded in terms of ν k by Lemma 4.4 via τ k = log H(P k+1 ) log H(P k ) ≥ ν k − n + 1 n − ǫ.
Combining yields that
Now by assumption ν k ≥ ν − ǫ as well, and letting ǫ → 0 we see that the expression is minimized if ν k = ν which gives the lower bound (ν − n + 1)/n of the theorem for σ. The right estimate for τ is just (10) .
Proof of Theorem 3.7. For the first condition we combine criterion (13) from Theorem 3.4 with (48) from Lemma 4.4, and derive the sufficient hypothesis (17) after a short calculation. Similarly, we combine (12) with (48) to obtain the criterion (18), hereby using ν k+1 − τ k+1 − 1 > 0 as a consequence of (47) and ν k+1 ≥ n ≥ 2 by (3).
For the proof of Theorem 3.8 we essentially proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.3.
Proof of Theorem 3.8. Assume the opposite that B k is linearly dependent. Then we have a polynomial identity P k U k + · · · + P k+ℓ−1 U k+ℓ−1 ≡ 0, with U k integer polynomials of degree at most d, not all identically 0. We can assume U k does not vanish, otherwise we introduce s as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 and proceed similarly. The identity can be written in coordinates in form of a linear equation system Ba t = 0 t with B a matrix with n + d + 1 rows and (d + 1)ℓ columns whose entries are coefficients of the polynomials P j , and a ∈ Z (d+1)ℓ the vector consisting of the coefficients of all U j . Since there is a non-trivial solution the matrix B has rank less than (d + 1)ℓ and application of Siegel's Lemma when trivially estimating the subdeterminants by X (d+1)ℓ−1 now gives that each U j has height H(U j ) ≪ n X (d+1)ℓ−1 , where again X := H(P k+ℓ−1 ). Then since U k does not vanish identically we can estimate
In view of |P k (ζ)U k (ζ)| = |P k+1 (ζ)U k+1 (ζ) + · · · + P k+ℓ−1 (ζ)U k+ℓ−1 (ζ)| ≪ n |P k+1 (ζ)| max H(U j ), similar to Theorem 3.3 we obtain the relation
By X ≪ H(P k ) τ ℓ−1 +ǫ we conclude Hence again assuming the reverse inequality and letting ǫ → 0 and thus ε → 0 we cannot have the assumed linear dependence relation.
